
Richard Wiseman
Richard Wiseman is an English psychology professor, bestselling author and
professional sceptic, a fellow of the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI), formerly
the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP). He has carried out investigations of psi phenomena, including ESP,
psychic detection and hauntings. He presents his results, which are almost
invariably negative, as evidence that psi does not exist and that parapsychology is a
failed endeavor. Critics have questioned his methods and accused him of
misrepresentation.

Life and Career

Richard John Wiseman was born 16 September 1966 in Luton, Bedfordshire,
England,[1] his mother a seamstress and his father an engineer. He became
interested in magic after finding a library book on the subject at age eight, and later
joined the Magic Circle in London as one of its youngest members. Still in his teens,
he performed street magic in London’s Covent Garden while studying psychology at
University College London. He went on to study for a psychology doctorate at the
University of Edinburgh under the supervision of Robert L Morris, the first
professor of parapsychology at the University’s Koestler Parapsychology Unit,[2]   (a
post now held by Wiseman’s partner Caroline Watt). He is now professor of
psychology at the University of Hertfordshire and is Britain’s first Professor of
Public Understanding of Psychology.

Wiseman has parlayed his interests in psychology, magic and quirky aspects of life
into a successful career as an author with books such as The Luck Factor (on how to
improve your luck), 59 Seconds (quick psychological techniques for life
improvement) and Shoot for the Moon: How the Moon Landings Taught Us the 8
Secrets of Success. His books have been translated into thirty languages and he
frequently appears on radio and television. His YouTube videos have received more
than 500 million views.[3] He has initiated mass online experiments on subjects such
as remote-viewing (clairvoyance) and the funniest joke in the world.

Wiseman was a member of the Society for Psychical Research from 1991-2004, for
most of which time he was also on its governing Council. He received CSI’s
Education in Science Award in 2000 and its Robert B. Balles Prize for Critical
Thinking in 2011, for his book Paranormality: Why We See What Isn’t There.  

Psi Research

Hauntings

In 2000, Wiseman led a high-profile investigation of belief in ghosts at Hampton
Court Palace, reputed to be one of the most haunted locations in England.[4] He
explored three hypotheses with regard to ghostly encounters: that they are based
on a priori belief in ghosts, suggestion, or magnetic fields. Some 600 members of
the public completed questionnaires measuring their belief in ghosts. Half were
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then informed that there had been a recent increase in unusual phenomena
(positive suggestion) while the other half were told the opposite (negative
suggestion). All were then encouraged to walk around the palace and report any
phenomena they experienced. In line with previous similar studies, significant
associations were observed between experiences and a belief in ghosts, and
between experiences and suggestion. Location data also supported a possible
relationship between experiences and local magnetic fields.

Luckiness and Psi

In 1997, Wiseman and collaborators reported a laboratory test of a possible
association between perceived luckiness and psi effects.[5] Participants were
classified as lucky, unlucky or uncertain, according to their responses on a standard
questionnaire. They were then asked to guess the outcomes of a series of pseudo-
random-number-generator-based coin-flips in either a competitive or non-
competitive situation. Before the test was completed, they were asked to rate how
well they felt they had performed at the task. Analysis revealed that lucky
individuals performed no better than unlucky ones on the psi task. Ratings of how
well the test went did not correlate with luckiness questionnaire responses. There
was no significant difference between performances of competitive and non-
competitive participants. However, a significant positive correlation was found
between predicted psi performance and actual psi performance, providing some
support for the psi hypothesis.

Failed ESP Replication

In 2011, Daryl Bem reported experiments supporting the existence of precognition.
[6] These studies reversed standard psychological protocols so that behavioural
measures were recorded before stimulus presentations. Wiseman and two
collaborators ran three pre-registered independent attempts to replicate the
results, in particular the ‘retroactive facilitation of recall’, which examined whether
performance on a memory test can be influenced by a post-test exercise. He
reported that all three attempts involving 150 volunteer test subjects failed to
produce significant effects.[7]

A subsequent review of the literature in 2016 found ninety similar experiments that
collectively produced a highly significant result, supporting Bem’s earlier findings(p
= 1.2 x 10-10).[8]

Experimenter Effect

Wiseman has taken part in research which appears to reinforce the possibility an
experimenter effect – an intrinsic ability on the part of individual researchers to
stimulate psi in their experiments, or conversely to suppress it.

By 1997, distant influence experiments had been conducted by several
investigators. One study by Marilyn Schlitz gave positive results,[9] while others by
Richard Wiseman were negative.[10] The pair collaborated in a joint study to
investigate the reason for this disparity in outcomes. Two experiments were
conducted at Wiseman’s laboratory at the University of Hertfordshire in which the
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conditions – psychophysiology equipment, experimental procedures and
participant pool (sixteen subjects for each) – were identical, the only difference
being that the first was conducted by Wiseman and the second by Schlitz.[11] Schlitz
obtained significant effects of intention on electrodermal activity (p = 0.04), while
Wiseman found only insignificant results.

The effect was replicated in a second collaboration, at Schlitz’s laboratory at the
Institute of Noetic Sciences, again employing the same procedures, equipment and
participant pool over two studies. Schlitz found significant effects (p = 0.05), while
Wiseman obtained only chance results.[12]

A third experiment tried to determine whether this effect could be traced to
differences in experimenter behaviour with regard to participants, as opposed to an
inherent psi ability (or lack of it) on the part of the experimenters. Every measure
came back insignificant, so no conclusions about this could be made.[13]

Mass ESP Testing

Wiseman designed and conducted a mass participation ESP experiment under
controlled conditions, fulfilling his remit as Professor of the Public Understanding
of Psychology.[14] This used a steel cabinet containing a multi-media computer with
a large touch-screen monitor. Participants were asked to guess whether a randomly
tossed coin would fall heads or tails. After eleven months a total of 27,856 members
of the public had contributed 110,959 trials, providing sufficient statistical power to
capture even small effects. However, the cumulated outcome was consistent with
chance.

The experiment also examined the possible relationship between participants’ ESP
scores and their gender, belief in psychic ability, and degree of predicted success.
The results of all these analyses were non-significant. Scoring on clairvoyance
trials, in which the target coin face was decided at the beginning of the trial, was
not significantly different from precognitive trials in which the target was chosen
after the participants had made their choice.

Misattribution and ESP

In a 2006 paper, Wiseman and Watt[15] discuss the claim that people who believe in
psychic ability possess psychological characteristics that predispose them to
misattribute paranormal causation to experiences that have a normal explanation.
They review the large corpus of work exploring the relationship between belief in
psychic ability, critical thinking, probability misjudgement, reasoning ability and
fantasy proneness, a substantial empirical database covering a multitude of
associations. They conclude that much of the work reveals inconsistent
relationships, while with regard to relationships that are reliable, the issue of
causation verses correlation is not addressed.

Improving Publication Standards

In 2019, Wiseman and colleagues reported a test of the influence of improving
publication standards on ESP outcomes.[16] This followed the ‘replication crisis’ in
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psychology that has focused attention on ways of increasing methodological and
reporting standards throughout the social sciences. It was found that pre-
registering studies before they are conducted reduces the likelihood of poor
practices occurring. Pre-registration has only recently been adopted by the
mainstream psychological community, but was adopted in the mid 1970s by a
parapsychological journal, the European Journal of Parapsychology (EJP).

A retrospective comparison of registered and non-registered reports published in
the EJP during a seventeen-year period provided circumstantial evidence that
preregistration helps to reduce poor statistical practices. Additionally, there was a
marked decrease in the number of significant ESP findings after the journal started
to implement these more stringent reporting practices.

Controversy and Criticism

Several of Wiseman’s investigations have been critiqued by parapsychologists and
others.   Some of these cases are described below. More detailed overviews can be
found here and here

Eusapia Palladino

In 1992, Wiseman published a critique of an early twentieth century report[17] by
researchers claiming to have observed paranormal phenomena in sittings with the
Italian medium Eusapia Palladino, arguing that they failed to rule out the
possibility of a hidden accomplice.[18] The paper, published in the Journal of the
Society for Psychical Research, led to a lengthy acrimonious debate in the same
journal. Defenders of the report questioned the viability of Wiseman’s hypothesis
and argued it would not in any case explain similar effects observed in
circumstances where it could not have applied.[19]

Psychics

In 1994, the producers of a television documentary on paranormal phenomena
invited Wiseman and psychiatrist Donald West to test three professional British
psychics on their abilities in psychic detection. The psychics and a control group of
students were asked to handle objects involved in solved crimes, then match
provided statements to the crime.   Both groups performed at chance level.[20] The
incomplete TV episode, which however contains the entirety of the testing, can be
viewed here. The experiment, which was based on crimes that had already been
solved, was criticized for failing to adequately reflect the real life circumstances
involved in psychic detection, resulting in a lack of the motivating factor
considered essential for psychic work.[21]

Sheldrake Replication

In 1998, Wiseman reported a failed replication of experiments by Rupert Sheldrake
that appeared to show a telepathic connection between a dog and the dog’s owner.
[22] Sheldrake’s study established statistically that during the owner’s absence the
dog habitually went to sit by the front door window when it sensed that she had
begun her return journey (which in the experiment was at different times of day,
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randomly chosen). A Channel 4 documentary appeared to confirm the
phenomenon. Wiseman then published a paper in the British Journal of Psychology,
in which he reported having recorded the dog’s movements on video during four
such absences and finding no such correlation.[23]

A press release ensured that Wiseman’s negative findings received considerable
media publicity. Sheldrake strongly disputed Wiseman’s conclusion, arguing that
Wiseman’s data, some of which he had been able to analyze, in fact showed a close
correspondence with his own.[24] He then reported a second, fuller series of
experiments based on video recordings that confirmed his earlier result.[25] Wiseman
continued to assert in public that he had refuted Sheldrake’s claims, leading to
further controversy.[26]

Critics argued that Wiseman’s sample of four journeys was tiny compared with
Sheldrake’s database of more than a hundred, and that his method, far from
improving on Sheldrake’s, introduced subjective elements that allowed him to make
unwarranted claims.[27]

Natasha Demkina

In 2004, Wiseman took part in a test by CSICOP sponsored by the Discovery
Channel of Natasha Demkina, a seventeen-year-old psychic.[28] Demkina had found
fame in her native Russia for an ability to ‘see’ within the bodies of sick people and
diagnose their complaint, for which she was dubbed ‘the x-ray girl’ by the media.
She performed well in a preliminary test, impressing five out of six individuals with
her knowledge of their conditions. In the actual test, she was asked to diagnose
seven individuals (one of which was actually a healthy control), recording her
thoughts on a blank card for each one. According to the experimental protocol, five
out of seven correct determinations would qualify as a ‘pass’. Demkina correctly
identified four conditions, on which basis she was said to have failed. Critics argued
that the testing protocol was designed to ensure a fail, and that the chance
probability of even that level of success is less than two percent.[29]

Telepathy Meta-analysis

In 1999, Wiseman and Julie Milton published a meta-analysis of 29 ganzfeld
telepathy studies that showed a 27% (non-significant) average hit rate.[30] This
contradicted earlier similar studies by parapsychologists that found significant
above-chance margins. Critics questioned the exclusion of four significant studies
that were published just outside the established time limits, a weakness not found
in other similar reviews. They identified coding, statistical and methodological
errors, including problems with selection criteria, and criticized a rush to
publication that excluded the possibility of these being raised and corrected. [31] A
subsequent 2001 reanalysis by Bem, Palmer and Broughton again found a
significant hit rate.[32]

Books

Guidelines for Testing Psychic Claimants (1995, with R.L. Morris). Hatfield, UK:
University of  Hertfordshire Press (US edition: Amherst, USA: Prometheus Press)
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Guidelines for Extrasensory Perception Research  (1997, with J. Milton). Hatfield, UK:
University of Hertfordshire Press

Deception and Self-deception: Investigating Psychics (1997). Amherst, USA:
Prometheus Press

Magic in Theory: An Introduction to the Theoretical and {sychological Elements of
Conjuring (1999, with P. Lamont). Hatfield, UK: University of Hertfordshire Press.
[US edition: Hermetic Press.]

Laughlab: The scientific search for the world's funniest joke (2002). London: Random
House

The Luck Factor (2003). . London: Random House

Did You Spot the Gorilla? How to Recognise Hidden Opportunities in Your Life
(2004). London, UK: Random House

Parapsychology (2005, with C. Watt). London: Ashgate International Library of
Psychology. Series Editor, Prof. David Canter

Quirkology (2007). London: Pan Macmillan

59 Seconds: Think a Little, Change a Lot (2009). London: Pan Macmillan

Paranormality: Why we see what isn't there (2011). London: Pan Macmillan

Rip it Up: The Radically New Approach to Changing Your Life (2012). London:
Macmillan

Night School: Wake up to the power of sleep (2014). London: Macmillan

How to Remember Things (2018). London: Macmillan

Shoot For the Moon (2019). London: Quercus Editions Ltd

KM Wehrstein and Michael Duggan
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